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Abstract
We present the Simple Planning Annotation (spa) ontology for modeling preconditions and effects of
interaction affordances within Web of Things Thing Descriptions and propose a mapping to the Planning
Domain Definition Language to enable robot-device interaction. We use encoded semantic knowledge to
generate a planning problem that can be used within existing AI planning algorithms to dynamically plan
interaction sequences to achieve specified goals without the extensive pre-programming traditionally
required, as demonstrated by the validation of our approach through a prototypical implementation.
The scalability evaluation shows that when the number of input Web of Things actions increases by a
factor of 1, 000, the runtime of the implemented prototype increases by about 14.3% and the memory
consumption by about 9.4%, indicating vertical scalability.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous robotic agents can perform tasks by interacting and manipulating their environ-
ment either through direct physical interaction, such as fetch-and-place and wiping tasks [1], or
through an IoT-aided approach where a robot acts as an actuated edge device and uses network
requests to interact with and control other smart devices [2, 3]. The IoT-aided approach requires
machine-to-machine communication, where robots must seamlessly interact with diverse and
previously unknown Internet of Things (IoT) devices. The World Wide Web Consortium’s
(W3C) Web of Things (WoT) specification [4] supports such an approach by providing a uniform,
machine-readable abstraction of an IoT device [5], the so-called Thing Description (TD) [6]. A
TD is a semantic interface description structured using the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and typically serialized in JSON-LD format. TDs contain metadata about a device, such
as location and environmental information, and available interaction affordances, which are
grouped into three categories: Properties, which represent the internal state of a device, Actions,
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which allow invocation of tasks, and Events, which are used to model asynchronous data pushes.
An IoT device described by a TD is called a Thing in the WoT context.

Robotic agents can parse TDs, but TDs lack information about preconditions and effects of
interactions. This limitation prevents robotic agents from reasoning out the correct order of
command execution using AI planning algorithms to achieve predefined goals, especially in
unfamiliar environments. As a result, robotic agents rely on control programs that specify their
interactions with other devices and outline step-by-step procedures for each task [7].

By incorporating a semantic description of the conditions required to invoke interactions
and the effects of those interactions on devices into TDs, and by providing a mapping algorithm
between the semantic information contained in TDs and the standardized Planning Domain
Definition Language (PDDL) [8], robotic agents would be able to adapt to new environments
without the need for exhaustive pre-programming for every possible scenario.

Previous approaches attempting to integrate information about sequential behavior, precondi-
tions, and effects into TDs have primarily focused on interactions between resource-constrained
devices that are unable to use planning algorithms. Therefore a pre-computed interaction
plan has been annotated in TDs, which hinders use in dynamic scenarios. Other approaches
have adopted centralized architectures where all environmental information is consolidated
in a central knowledge repository. While this strategy is viable for mostly static smart home
applications, it is not suitable for dynamic environments.

In this paper we present the spa ontology for modelling preconditions and effects of in-
teraction affordances in TDs. Together with the ontology, we introduce a mapping between
the semantic information contained in TDs into PDDL domain and problem definitions. The
mapping allows standard AI planning algorithms to plan the interactions necessary for an au-
tonomous robotic agent to achieve a given goal. We also provide a prototypical implementation
of the mapping algorithm with link following [9] to discover TDs to validate our approach, and
evaluated the scalability of the approach by systematically increasing the available WoT actions,
i.e. the search space, and measuring runtime and memory consumption.

The contributions of our work are

• an ontology describing preconditions and effects in TDs,
• a mapping between semantic annotations in TDs and PDDL domain and problem state-
ments,

• and a validation via a prototypical implementation of a mapping algorithm with an
evaluation of the scalability of the proposed mapping approach.

2. Running Example

In the following sections, we will use the interaction of a robotic agent with two WoT Things to
illustrate the introduced annotations and mappings. The setup consists of a controller capable of
opening and closing an automatic door and an intelligent power supply that provides different
voltage levels to the door. Specifically, the power supply must provide 5 volts to open the door
and -5 volts to close the door. The goal for the robotic agent in the scenario is to open the
automatic door. Figure 1 shows the setup.



Figure 1: Example scenario of an intelligent power supply that provides different voltage levels to an
automatic door and a controller capable of opening and closing the automatic door. Available properties
(P) and actions (A) are shown.

The power supply has interactions that allow users to read the current voltage output and to
change the voltage output by adding a value between -10 and 10 to the current value. A TD of
such a power supply following the W3C TD 1.1 standard, is shown in listing 1.

The automatic door controller can read the current status of the door and provide interactions
to either open or close the door. But, for the door to open, two conditions must be met: the
power supply must be set to output 5 volts and the door must be in the closed state. Conversely,
to close the door, the power supply must be at -5 volts and the door must be in the open state.
A TD of such an automatic door controller following the W3C TD 1.1 standard, is shown in
listing 2.

However, both TDs lack information about the preconditions and effects of interactions.
For example, an agent will currently not be able to determine that to open the door,
the VoltageOutput property must be 5 volts, or that changeVoltageByValue changes the
VoltageOutput property.

3. Related Work

Modelling sequential behavior and effects in TDs has been investigated before. Korkan et al. [10]
introduced a path vocabulary. The vocabulary describes the sequential interactions required
to change the current state to a desired goal state, thereby abstracting from the internal state
machine of the device. The authors argue that using the path vocabulary in combination with a
pre-computed order of interactions is suitable for interactions between resource-constrained
devices because it simplifies processing. In contrast, we focus on the interaction between a
robotic agent and resource-constrained devices, where the robotic agent, possessing greater
computational power, is able to dynamically use planning algorithms during runtime without
relying on pre-computed paths encoded in TDs.

Planning algorithms in combination with autonomous robotic agents have been used to
tackle a variety of challenges, such as robot navigation [11]. The classical planning approaches
in general try to solve planning problems where the objective is to transform a given initial state
of a domain into a goal state by taking predefined actions. The Planning Domain Definition
Language (PDDL) [8, 12] is a standardized way to model planning problems. PDDL models the
initial state, the available actions, and the goal state by dividing the definitions into two parts: a
general domain description, which includes the available actions along with their preconditions
and effects, and a specific problem description, which includes concrete objects, the initial state,



Listing 1: Excerpt of an intelligent power supply TD that exposes an outputVoltage property and a
changeVoltageByValue action.

1 "title": "PowerSupply",
2 ...
3 "properties": {
4 "outputVoltage": {
5 "@id": "outputVoltage", "type": "integer",
6 "readOnly": true,
7 "forms": [{ "href": "http://ex.org/outputVoltage" }] }
8 },
9 "actions": {

10 "changeVoltageByValue": {
11 "input": {"@id": "changeVoltageInput", "type": "integer", "minimum": -10,

"maximum": 10},
12 "forms": [{ href: "http://ex.org/changeValue" }] }
13 }

Listing 2: Excerpt of an automatic door controller TD that exposes an openState property and open
and close actions.

1 "title": "DoorController",
2 ...
3 "properties": {
4 "openState": {
5 "@id": "doorOpenState", "type": "boolean",
6 "readOnly": true,
7 "forms": [{ "href": "http://ex.org/openState" }] }
8 },
9 "actions": {

10 "open": {
11 "forms": [{ href: "http://ex.org/open" }] },
12 "close": {
13 "forms": [{ href: "http://ex.org/turnOff" }] }
14 }

and a goal state [12].
The possible combination of TDs and PDDL has been considered before by Noura et al. [13].

The authors presented an architecture that enables end-user development for smart home WoT
environments using PDDL. To generate the planning problem, a central knowledge repository
is used that stores domain-relevant aspects in RDF. In addition, a context-sensing component
monitors the state of devices, while the planner component translates information from the
knowledge repository into PDDL definitions and generates a plan that is executed by an execu-
tion engine. In contrast to this centralized approach, which relies on a knowledge repository to
store domain information and context-sensitive components to monitor device states, we use



Ontology Requirements Specification Document

Purpose
Assist autonomous robots in interacting with unfamiliar IoT device environments
using the WoT abstraction covering WoT properties and WoT actions.

Scope
IoT, WoT, Autonomous Robots

Implementation Language
RDF Schema (RDFS), Web Ontology Language (OWL)

Intended Users
Autonomous robots, software agents, developers

Non-functional Requirements
NFR1: The ontology must be based on terminology from the WoT architecture.
NFR2: All ontology resources must be labeled and commented in English.

Functional Requirements
Multiple functional requirements have been identified, as seen in Table 1.

Figure 2: The Ontology Requirements Specification Document for the spa ontology.

only the TD annotated with precondition and effect information to dynamically transform TDs
into a PDDL planning problem solvable by standard PDDL planners. Furthermore, our focus is
on interactions between robotic agents and Things, rather than between non-professional users
and Things.

4. Conditions and Effects in Thing Descriptions

To describe amapping between interaction affordances in TDs and PDDL descriptions, additional
semantic annotations for conditions and effects are required. Therefore, we introduce an
ontology called Simple Planning Annotation with a preferred prefix of spa. In the TD we focus
on the basic interaction affordances of reading a property, writing a property, and invoking an
action. We developed spa using the Linked Open Terms (LOT) methodology [14]. LOT is a
lightweight methodology for developing vocabularies and ontologies, based on lessons learned
and best practices from several established ontology development guides, such as Ontology
Development 101 [15] and the NeOn project [16]. LOT describes four steps ontology requirements
specification, ontology implementation, ontology publication, and ontology maintenance to create
an ontology. The key results from each step are described in the following subsections.

4.1. Ontology Requirements Specification

The first step of the LOT methodology is to produce an ontology requirements specification
document, by defining potential use cases and deriving related competency questions.



Use case specification The use case specification activity outlines potential use cases of the
spa ontology by listing concrete applications. During the creation of the ontology, we identified
several potential use cases, which are documented online1. Below, we present the use case
representing the running example.
Use Case: An autonomous robot wants to pass through an automatic door.

Description: A robotic agent operates in an environment that includes two IoT devices: an
intelligent power supply and an automatic door controller, both controllable by requests. The
devices are described by TDs, which turn them into Things. To interact with these Things, the
robotic agent must analyze the available interaction affordances and evaluate the preconditions
and effects of each interaction to achieve its goal of opening the door.

Actors: robotic agent, automatic door controller, intelligent power supply.
Flow: The robotic agent sets the goal of opening the door, discovers and consumes the TD of

the automatic door controller, and finds a link to the TD of the intelligent power supply, which
the agent also consumes. Next, the agent evaluates all affordances, associated preconditions,
and effects, and maps them to a PDDL planning problem. A PDDL planner then solves the
planning problem and returns the sequence of interactions required to achieve the goal.

Functional Ontological Requirements In addition to the general behavior-describing non-
functional requirements, competency questions are utilized to specify document content-specific
requirements. Some sample competency questions extracted from the use case presented are
listed in Table 1.

The final ontology requirements specification document is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1
Identified Competency Questions

Competency Question
Does action X have any preconditions?
Which are the preconditions of action X?
What properties will be affected by performing action X?
How does performing action X affect properties Y?
What actions must be invoked to satisfy the precondition for action Y?

4.2. Ontology Implementation

The ontology model is described using RDFS vocabulary elements. To reuse definitions and
make the way precondition terms are evaluated unambiguous, we base ontology operations
on operations defined in the W3C’s XPATH recommendation2. For instance, our ontology’s
spa:NumericMultiply is mapped to XPATH’s op:numeric-multiply. Other mathematical
expressions are based on OpenMath3 definitions, such as spa:LogicalAnd or spa:LogicalOr.
Finally, the qualities of our ontology in terms of structure, semantic representation, and inter-
operability were evaluated using the OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner! [17].

1https://github.com/wintechis/SimplePlanningAnnotation/tree/main/docs
2https://www.w3.org/TR/xpath-functions-31/
3https://openmath.org/
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4.3. Ontology Publication and Maintenance

The ontology, available classes and properties are documented using WIDOCO [18] to create a
human-readable online document4. As part of the maintenance step, we are making all resources
publicly available on GitHub5. This will not only allow for community-driven refinement of
the ontology through issue tracking, but will also serve as a place to publish feature extensions
as new use cases are added.

The introduced spa ontology allows us to describe interaction preconditions and effects of
the intelligent power supply and the automatic door controller, as can be seen in listings 3 and 4.

Listing 3: Excerpt of an intelligent power supply TD showing the precondtion and effect annotations
using the spa ontology.

1 "title": "PowerSupply",
2 ...
3 "actions": {
4 "changeVoltageByValue": {
5 "input": {"@id": "changeVoltageInput", "type": "integer", "minimum": -10, "maximum":

10},
6 "forms": [{ href: "http://ex.org/changeValue" }],
7 "effect": [ {
8 "assign": {
9 "numeric-add": [ { "@id": `outputVoltage` }, { "@id": "changeVoltageInput" } ] },

10 "to": { "@id": "outputVoltage" } } ] }
11 }

5. From Thing Description Annotations to PDDL

A PDDL planning problem consists of a domain description and a problem description [8]. In
the following subsections we show how the annotations in TDs and the reading of properties
to get the initial state of the environment can be used to generate both descriptions.

5.1. Domain Description Generation

A PDDL domain description provides generic information about all available object types,
predicates, functions, and PDDL actions with preconditions and effects in a particular domain.
Mapping Object Types The first step in the mapping process is to identify object types.

Object types defined in a PDDL domain description are types that can be used for objects
in a PDDL problem statement. When transforming the annotations of a TD into a domain
description, we create a Thing type for each discovered Thing. The Thing type allows the
assignment of specific predicates, functions, and PDDL actions to a particular Thing, which is
necessary in multi-Thing planning domains.
4https://paul.ti.rw.fau.de/~jo00defe/voc/spa#
5https://github.com/wintechis/SimplePlanningAnnotation
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Listing 4: Excerpt of an automatic door controller TD showing the precondtion and effect annotations
using the spa ontology.

1 "title": "DoorController",
2 ...
3 "actions": {
4 "open": {
5 "forms": [{ href: "http://ex.org/open" }],
6 "precondition": {
7 "and": [
8 {"numeric-equal": [{"@id": "outputVoltage"}, 5]},
9 {"boolean-equal": [{"@id": "doorOpenState"}, false]}

10 ] },
11 "effect": [{
12 "assign": true,
13 "to": { "@id": "doorOpenState" } }]},
14 ...
15 }

Mapping Predicates and Functions Predicates represent boolean values, while functions
represent numeric values - specifically, integers or floats - that describe properties of specific
objects or the domain itself. Predicates are created for all boolean properties that are exposed
by WoT read or write property interactions, as well as for all annotated hidden properties that
are not exposed. In addition, a predicate used as flag with the suffix Read is created for all read
properties, indicating whether or not a WoT read property interaction was performed on that
predicate. Functions are created in a similar way for all numeric properties exposed by WoT
read or write property interactions, and for all annotated hidden properties that are not exposed.
All generated predicates and functions are associated with the Thing type of the particular
Thing.

Mapping Actions PDDL actions consist of parameters, which can be predicates, functions,
and objects on which the PDDL action is performed. They have preconditions, which are logical
expressions composed of predicates and functions that must be satisfied for the PDDL action to
be performed. In addition, an effect describes the changes to predicates and functions after the
PDDL action has been successfully executed. WoT read properties are translated into PDDL
actions using the precondition annotated in TDs, and have the effect of setting the associated
predicate indicating a read to true. WoT write properties and WoT actions are translated into
PDDL actions in one of two ways, depending on the data type. If the data type is boolean, two
actions are created with the precondition as annotated in the TD and with the effect of setting
the associated predicate to either true or false. If the data type is a numeric value, for each
available input value and annotated step size one PDDL action is created with the precondition
as annotated in the TD and the effect of setting the numeric value function representing the
WoT property to the input value.

Domain Description of Running Example The first step in applying the mapping to the
running example is to generate two object types: a Thing0 type representing the automatic



door controller, and a Thing1 type representing the intelligent power supply. The second
step is to generate predicates and functions. For the automatic door controller, we generate
two predicates: one indicating if the doorOpenState has been read, and one representing the
doorOpenState. For the intelligent power supply, we generate a predicate indicating if the
outputVoltage has been read, and a function representing the current outputVoltage value.
Finally, we generate the PDDL actions. For the automatic door controller, we generate PDDL
actions to open and close the automatic door, and to read the doorOpenState. For the intelligent
power supply, there are PDDL actions to change the current outputVoltage for each possible
value of changeVoltageInput, and to read the outputVoltage. An excerpt of the generated
domain description can be seen in listing 5.

Listing 5: Excerpt of the PDDL domain description based on the running example.

1 ...
2 (:types Thing0 Thing1)
3
4 (:predicates
5 (doorOpenState_Read ?thing0 - Thing0)
6 (doorOpenState ?thing0 - Thing0)
7 (outputVoltage_Read ?thing1 - Thing1) )
8
9 (:functions

10 (outputVoltage ?thing1 - Thing1) )
11
12 (:action invokeAction_open
13 :parameters( ?thing1 - Thing1 ?thing0 - Thing0)
14 :precondition(and (= (outputVoltage ?thing1) 5) (not(doorOpenState ?thing0)))
15 :effect(doorOpenState ?thing0) )
16 ...

5.2. Problem Description Generation

A PDDL problem description contains the concrete objects, the initial state and values of PDDL
predicates and functions, and a goal definition.

Mapping Objects Objects represent concrete elements that exist in the problem description
and are associated with object types defined in the domain. For each Thing involved, an object
with the name defined by the title annotated in the TD is created and associated with the
corresponding Thing type.

Mapping Initial State and Values The initial state of predicates and the values of functions
can be determined by reading the exposedWoT properties of the associated Things. If properties
cannot be read directly, they must either be observed by another device, such as a sensor, or be
predefined. We assume that WoT properties are static and do not change after being read.

Mapping the Goal The goal in a PDDL problem description is a logical expression, consisting
of predicates and functions, that specify the desired goal state. The planner’s task is to determine



a sequence of actions that will transition the system from its initial state to a state that satisfies
the goal expression, indicating that a solution to the planning problem has been found. We
assume that the goal expression is predefined.

Problem Description of Running Example In the PDDL problem description, the objects
must first be instantiated: one object for the DoorController with type Thing0, and one for
the PowerSupply with type Thing1. Next we need to set the initial states. The initial values are
obtained by invoking WoT readProperty interactions, which results in doorOpenState being
false and not read, and outputVoltage being 0 and not read. An excerpt of the generated
problem description is depicted in listing 6.

Listing 6: Excerpt of the PDDL problem description based on the running example.

1 ...
2 (:objects
3 DoorController - Thing0
4 PowerSupply - Thing1 )
5
6 (:init
7 (not (doorOpenState DoorController))
8 (not (doorOpenState_Read DoorController))
9 (not (outputVoltage_Read PowerSupply))

10 (= (outputVoltage PowerSupply) 0) )
11
12 (:goal (doorOpenState DoorController))
13 ...

6. Evaluation

We have created a prototype implementation of a Thing Description to PDDL (TD2P) processor6

using the mappings introduced in section 5 in JavaScript. The implementation is based on
the W3C WoT Scripting API reference implementation node-wot7. node-wot handles the
consumption of TDs and the interaction with Things via the WoT abstraction. Additionally the
TD2P processor uses a link following algorithm [9] to discover related TDs starting from an
initial TD, allowing the creation of complex planning problems involving multiple Things. The
TD2P processor consumes TDs and produces PDDL domain and problem descriptions as output.
To solve the generated planning problem, a PDDL 2.1 compliant planner supporting fluents is
required. The TD2P processor currently supports the ENHSP-19 planner [19], which means
that the algorithm is able to parse the output of the planner and generate a WoT program. Our
approach supports the mapping of boolean, integer, and number schemas used by the WoT
architecture, but currently does not cover arrays, objects, or strings. Moreover, the focus is on

6https://github.com/FreuMi/TD2P
7https://github.com/eclipse-thingweb/node-wot

https://github.com/FreuMi/TD2P
https://github.com/eclipse-thingweb/node-wot


the basic WoT interactions for reading or writing properties and invoking actions, while more
complex interactions such as events are not covered.

To validate our system, we implemented a simulation that covers the running example with
a automatic door controller and an intelligent power supply. The source code of the simulation
including a short demo video8 can be found as an example in the GitHub repository of the TD2P
processor. The simulation demonstrates that our approach allows the automatic generation of
PDDL domain and problem description files usable in standard PDDL planners.

To evaluate the scalability of the system as the number of PDDL actions, and thus the search
space, increases, we systematically expanded the number of WoT actions of the simulated
devices in the running example. During the evaluation, other parameters such as the goal
or the number of devices remained unchanged. We evaluated the TD2P processors runtime
and memory consumption to create the PDDL domain and problem descriptions, and the total
runtime and memory consumption to solve the planning problem.

The tests were conducted on consumer hardware equipped with an i5-10500H CPU and 16
GB of RAM running Ubuntu 22.04 LTS. Total runtime and peak memory usage were measured
separately using the time command in Linux. To solve the planning problem we used the
ENHSP-19 planner. All measurements were repeated five times.
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Figure 3: Average elapsed time (left) and average peak memory usage (right) for the TD2P processor
(blue) and the total process (red) across five runs. Note that the vertical axes of the diagram are scaled
logarithmically.

The resulting diagrams in Figure 3 show that for up to 100 WoT actions, the TD2P processor
accounts for the majority of total processing time (between 51% and 67%) and total memory
usage (between 96% and 99%). But beyond 1,000 WoT actions, the PDDL planner consumes most
resources, and the share of the TD2P processor accounts for a minority of the total processing
time (between 2% and 16%) and total memory consumption (between 18% and 29%).

As the number of WoT actions increases from 10 to 10,000 (an increase by a factor of 1,000,
or about 99,900%), the runtime for the TD2P processor increases from 420 ms to 480 ms (an
approximate increase of 14.3%), and the memory consumption increases from 115,532 KB
to 126,400 KB (an approximate increase of 9.4%), indicating vertical scalability for the TD2P
processor.

8https://github.com/FreuMi/TD2P/tree/main?tab=readme-ov-file#demo

https://github.com/FreuMi/TD2P/tree/main?tab=readme-ov-file#demo


7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced the spa ontology that is used to annotate preconditions and effects
of different WoT interactions in a TD. Additionally, we introduced a mapping between the
annotations in TDs to PDDL domain and problem definitions, allowing robotic agents that
have discovered a Thing to use established AI planning algorithms to dynamically evaluate
interactions to achieve a given goal. As next steps, we plan to release the spa ontology as a full
OWL ontology with OWL-restricted resources, focus on the correctness of manually scripted
WoT programs, and extend the TD2P processor to cover more complex WoT interactions.
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